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Who is Aspiration?Who is Aspiration?

Aspiration helps nonprofits and foundations Aspiration helps nonprofits and foundations 
use software tools more effectively and use software tools more effectively and 
sustainably.sustainably.

We serve as We serve as ally, coach, strategist, mentor ally, coach, strategist, mentor 
andand facilitator facilitator to those trying to make  to those trying to make 
more impactful use of information more impactful use of information 
technology in their social change efforts.technology in their social change efforts.

  www.aspirationtech.org/serviceswww.aspirationtech.org/services
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AgendaAgenda

Introduce processes & templates for Introduce processes & templates for 
planning and maintaining your online planning and maintaining your online 
activitiesactivities

Share examples of how organizations have Share examples of how organizations have 
used these processesused these processes

Share resources for diving deeper into Share resources for diving deeper into 
enhancing your communications strategyenhancing your communications strategy

This presentation is in beta – your feedback This presentation is in beta – your feedback 
is welcome!is welcome!
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What are your goals?What are your goals?

Tool

Goal Goal

Goal

Tool Tool

VSVS

MeasurableMeasurable

What does success look like?What does success look like?

Tool-AgnosticTool-Agnostic
Make sure your communications plan stays in 
tact when the tool you are using fails you
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Tool Agnostic?Tool Agnostic?

Goal

Tool Tool

Tool

Goal Goal

Goal

Tool

Goa
l
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Goal Measurability What does success 
look like?

Tools

Increase attendees at 
“awareness action” 
through online efforts

Compare this year's 
attendance to last 
year's

10% increase in 
attendance from 

last year

 Email Blast

 Texting

 Facebook

Increase # of members 
at regular meetings 
and in leadership 

positions

Compare meeting 
attendance

Compare % of new 
people in positions

Double meeting 
attendance & engage 

10 new people in 
positions

Email Blast
Texting

Facebook
Twitter
Surveys

Individual Emails

Example GoalExample Goal
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Four ProcessesFour Processes
Audience AssessmentAudience Assessment

Message CalendarMessage CalendarTracking & Tracking & 
MetricsMetrics

Publishing MatrixPublishing Matrix
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4 Processes for Sustainability4 Processes for Sustainability

Audience AssessmentAudience Assessment
Do you really know who you are talking to?

Publishing MatrixPublishing Matrix
Do you have a model for when to use what 
tool?

Message CalendaringMessage Calendaring
Is all online messaging on a unified calendar?

TrackingTracking
Do you know where you're mentioned online?
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Audience ExerciseAudience Exercise

Who are your top audiences?Who are your top audiences?
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Audience AssessmentAudience Assessment
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Know Thy Audience(s)Know Thy Audience(s)

Audience surveyAudience survey
How do you analyze web traffic?

What is one thing you would tell a peer about 
using online tools to identify their audiences?

Baseline IndicatorsBaseline Indicators
Pages viewed, search keywords used

Where does traffic come from; who links to you?

Which mailing list segments drive what traffic?

Other tricks?
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Know Thy Audience(s)Know Thy Audience(s)

EmailEmail
Who opens your emails? Who clicks on links?

FacebookFacebook
Who are your “friends”/”fans”? Who are theirs?

TwitterTwitter
Who is following you? Who is re-tweeting you?

BlogsBlogs
Who comments, who reposts, who links back?

Who subscribes to your feed(s)
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Spectrum of EngagementsSpectrum of Engagements

Target AudienceTarget Audience

  Frequency of MessagingFrequency of Messaging

Return on InvestmentReturn on Investment

                             Blogging       Email        Web Site
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Target AudienceTarget Audience
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Target AudienceTarget Audience
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Consider a Consider a Publishing MatrixPublishing Matrix

Audience survey:Audience survey:
Do you have an integrated way for deciding 
which messages go to which online channels?

What's tweet-worthy, what is “just” web 
content?

Do you model your tools as a spectrum?Do you model your tools as a spectrum?
Tone and voice

Time and labor investment vs ROI

Appropriateness of message to channel
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Questions for ChannelsQuestions for Channels

Who is our audience for this channel?Who is our audience for this channel?
Strangers? Fans? Funders?

Do they want this type of content?Do they want this type of content?
What value is it providing? Are they getting it 
somewhere else?

If yes, how should we deliver it?If yes, how should we deliver it?
Tone? Referring link? Full content piece?
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Pub. Matrix Next StepsPub. Matrix Next Steps

Build out your publishing matrixBuild out your publishing matrix

Define your processesDefine your processes

Share it with your org to create an Share it with your org to create an 
organizational assetorganizational asset

Look for places to adjust your Look for places to adjust your 
communicationscommunications

Channels you aren't using as much as you could

Content types that could be recycled

Processes that don't have an owner
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Calendar Your MessagingCalendar Your Messaging

Audience surveyAudience survey
Do you preschedule online messages? How far?

Do you model messages within narrative arcs?

Do you have pre-send and post-send checklists?

Message calendars enable you toMessage calendars enable you to
Track messaging arcs

Sustain consistent messaging

Coordinate internal processes and projects

Avoid list fatigue
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Calendar Your MessagingCalendar Your Messaging
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Calendar Your MessagingCalendar Your Messaging
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Tell 'em TripleTell 'em Triple

Tell 'em what you're going to tell 'emTell 'em what you're going to tell 'em
Ex. “We're planning our next set of trainings, what 
topics would most interest you?”

Tell 'emTell 'em
Ex. “Thanks for your feed back! Here are our 
upcoming trainings offerings.”

Then, Tell 'em what you told 'emThen, Tell 'em what you told 'em
Ex. “We had a great training series, here are the 
materials we covered. Let us know what you think!”
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Calendar Your MessagingCalendar Your Messaging
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Evolving Your CalendarEvolving Your Calendar

You can't know the future when you You can't know the future when you 
calendarcalendar

Your calendar must be adaptable

Be ready to respond to:Be ready to respond to:
New developments in campaign

Shift in organizational priorities

Current events: tie breaking news to campaign

Calendar changes must be transparentCalendar changes must be transparent
All stakeholders need to know what and why
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What is What is 
Online Communications Today?Online Communications Today?

Conversations with people Conversations with people 
onlineonline

Social media

Made for people, not Made for people, not 
organizationsorganizations

It's not going to work 
perfectly

Not your virtual Not your virtual 
megaphonemegaphone
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Consider Consider Listening OnlineListening Online

Consider Listening Consider Listening 
OnlineOnline

Do you what 
messages or topics 
are working?

Do you know who 
else is influencing 
your core topics 
online?
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Benefits to Listening OnlineBenefits to Listening Online

How is it valuable?How is it valuable?
Be part of the Be part of the 
conversationconversation

Save $$$Save $$$

Less guessingLess guessing
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Tools to ListenTools to Listen

Online Listening Online Listening 
DashboardsDashboards

Netvibes

Storify

New Content Feeds New Content Feeds 
(RSS)(RSS)

Google Alerts 

Bing Search

Twitter ListeningTwitter Listening

Hootsuite

Commun.it

Followerwonk

Tweetlevel
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Watch a Social Media Watch a Social Media 
DashboardDashboard

Free, low-cost and pricey tools exist to let Free, low-cost and pricey tools exist to let 
you track how you're being seen onlineyou track how you're being seen online

NetVibes, Storify, Feedly, Radian6, etc

Use a dashboard to track strategic Use a dashboard to track strategic 
keywordskeywords

Campaign and issue keywords, key staff names

Target, opponent, and decision-maker names

Is your outbound messaging propagating?Is your outbound messaging propagating?
What are the reactions?
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Social Media Listening Social Media Listening 
DashboardDashboard
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Consider Consider Tracking AnalyticsTracking Analytics

Attached to measurable goals, analytics are Attached to measurable goals, analytics are 
your thermometeryour thermometer

Make sure you know what goal the data is 
speaking to

Helps determine what value you’re Helps determine what value you’re 
providing to whomproviding to whom

Tracking is key!!Tracking is key!!
Trends more important than isolated numbers
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Tracking Doc ExampleTracking Doc Example
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WorkflowWorkflow

Send Action AlertSend Action Alert
Go through Publishing Matrix and send according 
to Message Calendar

After action time period complete, check out 
analytics

● Use Dashboard to SEE the content that corresponds 
with the #s

Fill in analytics doc to compare to past messaging
● Adjust publishing matrix, message calendar 

accordingly
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Four ProcessesFour Processes
Audience AssessmentAudience Assessment

Message CalendarMessage CalendarTracking & Tracking & 
MetricsMetrics

Publishing MatrixPublishing Matrix
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Obligatory AdmonitionsObligatory Admonitions

Control and unify your online identityControl and unify your online identity
Route as much engagement as possible 
through  domain name(s) you control

Strive for disintermediated fallbacks

Presume Facebook and Twitter will die Presume Facebook and Twitter will die 
violently or fade to dustviolently or fade to dust

See: “Friendster”

Specific case: BlogsSpecific case: Blogs
OurEDBlog.typepad.com is a bad idea
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SummarySummary

Have processes in place forHave processes in place for
Audience Assessment

Publishing Matrix

Message Calendaring

Tracking

Control your identity and your dataControl your identity and your data
Take control of your online destiny

Your data is your digital power and your 

path to fundraising success
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Thank You!Thank You!

Questions?Questions?

Comments?Comments?



Use, Modify & Attribute
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Aspiration distributes these materials under a 
Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 
license.

We encourage re-use, modification, and re-
distribution in any situation where they may be 
useful.

We love to hear about how you are improving 
and remixing what we've done.

Questions? Email us info@aspirationtech.org

http://www.aspirationtech.org/attribute
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info@aspirationtech.orginfo@aspirationtech.org

+1-415-839-6456+1-415-839-6456


